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Apples, Pears & Cherries

Term: Spring 2

Helpful information for this half term:

Apples & Pears
●Please encourage children to put on and take off

their coats and shoes by themselves.

●All children should have spare clothes including

underwear, socks, and vests that stay at the

nursery in case of any accidents.  Please ensure

that all items are labelled with your child’s

name.

●Please make every effort to attend school on

time. Nursery doors open at 8.45am (morning

session) and 12.30pm (afternoon session).

Cherries
●Please encourage children to dress and undress by

themselves, especially their coats and shoes.

● All children should have spare clothes including

underwear, socks, and vests that stay at the

nursery in case of any accidents.  Please ensure

that all items are labelled with your child’s name.

●Please make every effort to attend school on

time. Nursery doors open at 8.45am (morning

session) and 12.30pm (afternoon session).

●Library bags will be sent home on a Wednesday

and should be brought to school by the following

Monday.

Apples & Pears Cherries

Our topic for this half term is

Big and Small. We will be

introducing our topic with the

story of Titch by Pat Hutchins.

Through the story the children

will learn about different sizes.

As the story focuses on growing,

we will be encouraging the

children to plant sunflower seeds

and watch them grow. The

children will also do many activities around big and

small such as drawing

around each other and

comparing the size, hand

and foot printing. The

children will also learn

about animals and talk about their size. In maths we

will continue to work on counting and number

recognition 1-5, we will

measure each other and

make a height chart.

They will also learn to

recognise the first letter in their names. Some may

be learning to write this. We will continue to learn to

take turns and share and extend their vocabulary.

Please reinforce our learning at home. If you have

anything of interest that may help with the

children’s learning then please share this with the

Nursery team. Thank you.

Our topic for this half term is

Help Me Grow. We will be

introducing our topic with the

story of Jack and the Beanstalk.

The children will learn what seeds

need inorder to grow. We will then

encourage

the

children to plant their own

seeds and look after them.

Through this topic we will

also be focusing on the following stories: Jasper’s

Beanstalk and The Tiny Seed. The children will also

be learning about how animals and

people change as they grow. We

will be linking our learning to the

Zones of Regulation that we use in

Nursery and encouraging the

children to talk about their

feelings. In Maths we will continue

to work on number recognition and

counting. We will

also be working on measuring and

ordering plants by their height.

Please reinforce our learning at

home. If you have anything of

interest that may help with the

children’s learning then please share

this with the Nursery team. Thank you.

We need your help…

● Children in our Early Years spend a lot of time in the outdoor area. The children must wear a

winter coat. Please support your children by practising doing their zips up and down. Please

make sure all items of clothing are labelled with your child’s name, this includes hats, scarves

and gloves.
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